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2002 Historical Society of
New Mexico Awards
Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award -

The Historical Society of New
Mexico presented the followinq honors
at its annual conference held in Las
Cruces, April 11-13, 2002:

Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award Outstanding Publications by Individual
Scholars
• Ross Frank. From Settler to Citizen:
New Mexico Economic Development
and the Creation of Vecino Society
(Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2000)
• Jerry Thompson, ed., Civil War in the
Southwest: Recollections of th e
Sibley Brigade (CoIIeSJe Station: Texas
A&M Press, 2001)

SiSJnificant Contributions to the Field of
History by Fine Arts and Allied
Professions
• Tey Marianna Nunn , Sin Nombte.
tiispene and Hispeno Artists of the
New
Deal
Era
(Albuquerque :
University of New Mexico Press, 2001)
• Larry Frank and Skip Miller. A Land
So Remote, 3 vols. (Santa Fe: Red
Crane Press, 2001)

L. Bradford Prince Award SiSJnificant Work in the Field of Historic
Preservation
• Taos
Historic
Museum
for
preservation and rehabilitation of the
Ernest L. Blumenschein House, Taos,
New Mexico

Hispanic Cultural Center Selects
Tom Chavez
As Executive Director
In April 2002, Dr. Tom Chavez began
duties as the Executive Director of the
National Hispanic Cultural Center in
Albuquerque.
Chavez had been
Director of Museum of New Mexico
Palace of the Governors for 21 year
where he was responsible for
exhibitions and programs. One of the
most siqniftcant being the highly
acclaimed "Portal Program" which
involved over nine hundred Native
American vendors sellinq handmade
SJoods; "Christmas at the Palace,"
including "Las Posadas," and "The
Palace Rendezvous and Buffalo Roast."
Dr.
Chavez
brought
the
internationally famous Segesser Hide
Paintings back to New Mexico from
Switzerland as well as the Martinez de
Montoya documents from England
that established Santa Fe was founded
in 1607.
Aside from his accolades at the
Palace, Dr. Chavez was a recipient of a
Fulbright Research Fellowship to Spain.
He has conducted research throughout
the United States, Mexico, Europe and

Argentina . In addition, he is a former
president of the New
Mexico
Association of Museums and the Old
Santa Fe Trail Association and a former
chairman of the New Mexico
Endowment for the Humanities. He
has served on boards of the Historical
Society of New Mexico, the Hispanic
Cultural Foundation, the Santa Fe
Chamber of Commerce and the Santa
Fe Public Libraries.
Dr. Chavez has published numerous
books, articles and reviews. Most
recently, he wrote Spain and the
Independence of the United States: An
Intrinsic Gift.

•••

New Director for Palace of Governors
Larry Frank (on right) and Skip Miller at HSNM Awards Banquet April 2002 where
they received award for their book, ':A Land So Remote"
(photograph by E. Donald Kaye)

•• •

Historic Church Renovated
Nuestra Senora de la Candelaria in
the small community of Dona Ana
north of Las Cruces has been saved by
the citizens of Dona Ana . The church
building dates to about 1850, but has
been replaced as the parish church by
the more recent Our Lady of
Purification.
Restoration
and
renovation of the buildinq has taken
Dona Ana teens, ~orking on weekends,
some six years to complete; they have
worked under the direction of New
Mexico Cornerstones, a non-profit
organization
dedicated
to
the
restoration of historic buildings through
the state. "The church is and always has

been the pride and joy of Dona Ana"
stated New Mexico State Senator Mary
Jane Garcia .
A tardeada to celebrate the
completion of the restoration and
renovation process was being planned,
according to the May 28th issue of the
Las Cruces Sun-News. The tardeada (a
late afternoon or early evening party)
was also planned as a fund raiser for the
purchase and instillation of an air
conditioning system for the old church.
Plans for the church include an arts
center and cultural activities, as well as
for meetings and other social activities.
JPC

The Museum of New Mexico
recently announced that Santa Fe
educator Frances Levine has been
appointed director of the Palace of the
Governors. She succeeds Tom Chavez,
who now is director of the National
Hispanic Cultural Center of New
Mexico.
A longtime New Mexico resident.
Levine has been assistant dean of
academic affairs for arts and sciences at
Santa fe Community College. As

Palace director, she will spearhead the
development of the New Mexico
Museum of History.
Levine has a doctorate from
Southern Methodist University and a
bachelor of arts degree from the
University of Colorado. A historian and
archaeologist. Levine had been with
Santa Fe Community College since
1987.
(Albuquerque Journal. Tuesday, July 2, 2002)

•••

Austin Hoover Retires from
Rio Grande Historical Collections
After twenty-eight years as director of
the New Mexico State University's Rio
Grande Historical Collections (RGHC),
Austin Hoover has retired effective
August 1, 2002. Austin became director
of the program in 1974, just two years
after it was created. His achievements
are well known and respected
throughout the state, where he traveled
Widely to meet with donors and to give
presentations to local organizations.
Under Austin's direction, the RGHC
undertook such projects as the Durance
Microfilming Project. a cooperative
effort with the Archdiocese of Durango,

Mexico . He was the driving force behind
the Rittenhouse Photographic Survey, a
plan to photograph significant sites and
structures of New Mexico before they
disa ppeared.
During his years with the RGHC,
Austin SJreatIy expanded the collections
of the Rio Grande Historical Collections
and helped to preserve New Mexico's
history and heritage. His efforts earned
him the Hall of fame Award from the
Dona Ana County Historical Society in
1999. Austin is also a board member of
the Historical Society of New Mexico , a
position he has held for many years.

• ••
~

Nuestra Senora de la Candelaria in the viIIage of Dona Ana
(Photograph courtesy of Rio Grande Collections)

(The information about the Dona Ana
Church renovation was taken from the
May 28th 2002 issue of the Las Cruces
Sun Times. The editors are indebted to

member and former HSNM board
member Jack Wilson for keeping us
posted on the happenings in the south.)

Ma'lokyattsik'i: Ong: Wu-uti:

Reflections on the Sacred Salt Lake
by Rebbecca Schubert

The purpose of this study stems
from the outstandinq amount of
attention that has been afforded the
Zuni Salt Lake not only recently, but for
centuries. This area has come to the
immediate attention of many people
due to its just-discovered monetary
value stored in the form of coal. Prior to
this knowled~e. the reqion had been
revered for its nutritional. ceremonial.
cultural. and natural characteristics. In
the following paces. these merits will be
exemplified
in
order
to
comprehensively construct a thorough
understandinq of the Salt Lake. From

Next. the Keresan peoples settled in the
Chaco Canyon . Aztec Ruins. and
Bloomfield areas of today.8 Plo~
approximates that the first prePuebloans inhabited these areas around
100 B.C.E.9 Both writers a~ree that
between the fifth and sixth centuries
C.E. si~nificant and sizable villaces of
what are now considered Puebloan
peoples existed.
The first important physical
evidence of pre-Puebloan people date
from about 100 B.C.E. to C.E. 400. In the
Achmen and
Lowry areas of
southwestern
Colorado.
the

Zuni Salt Lake. Photograph courtesy of Zuni Spirits Web Site

this illustration. it is the author's hope
that any reader would ~arner the ability
to make a clear. conscious and
informed personal decision regardinc
the future of this area.
The Salt Lake lies approximately 41
miles to the southeast of Zuni. New
Mexico. 18 miles northwest of
Quemado. New Mexico and 37 miles to
the east of St. Johns. Arizona. 1 The
earth established the ~eo~raphy of the
land at least 70 million years before
present by volcanic eruption. The lake
rests in a remnant cone of this event. 2 It
is owned by the United States Bureau of
Land Manacement (BLM). however. in
1985 the deed to the lake was ~iven to
the Zuni Pueblo in honor of their sacred
pil~rima~e to collect salt. 3
Fred Plog asserts that Paleo-peoples
inhabited the periphery of the area
from at least 10,000 B.C.E.;4 thus. it
could be asserted that this has been a
source of salt since that time. However.
the exact year that pre-Puebloan
peoples (specifically) began their
migrations. taken in comparison to
those who preceded the pre-Puebloans.
is under scrutiny. The most thorough
research combines the oral histories of
Puebloans with archeological evidence.
In describinq the prehistory of the
Puebloans. Joe Sando explains the
expedience of Puebloan oral history. He
writes: "Pueblo people themselves rely
on the sonqs of the various societies in
tracinq the places where their ancestors
may have been. as these sonqs mention
various deities who were recoqnized as
the 'honored' ones. or keepers. of a
certain area ."5
The Pueblo record describes
micrations of peoples from the
Mesoamerican civilizations of the
Olmec. Toltec . and Maya. Sando asserts
this movement to have bequn around
the year 3400 B.C. Communities were
then established in the Four Corners
reqion of New Mexico. Arizona. Utah.
and Colorado. Other ethnographers
such as Frank Cushing and fred Eqqan
refer to the miqrations of peoples from
the Guaymas and Southern California
areas who also moved into this re~ion.6
Additionally. Sando discusses
settlements by peoples from the North.
These communities of Tanoan peoples
built dwellings in the Mesa Verde area."

2

northeastern corner of Arizona. and the
southeastern reqion of Utah. Iarce
quantities of woven straps , aprons .
shoes. and baskets have been found.
These caves and rock shelters are
located on promontory points that
overlook the surrounding area. lOIn
rudimentary
anthropoloqical
excavations in the late nineteenth
century. Cushing noted the skeletal
remains of Mesoamerican birds in these
cliff dwellings , as well as the
architectural similarities between
Indigenous Mesoamerican homes with
those in the Four Corners environs.
These uncovermqs partner tactile
evidence with the oral histories and
songs of the Puebloan communities.
Thus, a close tracinq of both physical
evidence and oral histories. reveals that
the ancestors of the Zuni. Hopi. Tanoan.
and Keresan peoples have lived in the
Four Corners area for at least 2000
years. 11
Cushinq's study traces the specific
constructural
methods
that
accompanied the peoples as they
moved from these homes on elevated
locations onto the southern plains of
Halona. 12 He writes: "Not only did a
trail (used for such lone a~es that I have
found it brokenly traceable for
hundreds of miles) lead down from the
cliff-town country to this broad valley
of the Lake of Salt. but also there have
been found in nearly all the cliff
dwelllnqs of the Mancos and San Juan
section. whence this trails descends. salt
in the characteristic kernels and colors
found in this same source of the Z u n i
supply."13
This study of the footpaths which
remain from the mtqratlons of peoples
from the Four Corners area to the
southern locations documents the
si~nificance of the Salt Lake . As peoples
moved from their ancestral homes to
the communities in which they reside
to this day. they were influenced by the
Salt Lake. They continued to use this
lake as a source of salt. moving their
villages closer to it in order to shorten
the duration and difficulty of the
journey. Thus. the Puebloans of today
inherited their sacred pilqrlmaqe for
salt from their ancestors; of additional
macnttude is the fact that their present
communities
of
homes
were

constructed upon the trails to this lake.
Cushinq describes the Itnquistic
evidence that strengthens the validity of
the precedlnq assertions. He explains
that in the archaic Ianquaqe of the
Ashiwi. the word for the south is
Alahoinlawintahna-e-meaninq "in the
direction of the home of the coral
shells ": from alaho. ~lowin~ red shellstuff; 'inkw'in. abldlnq place of; and
tahna , point or direction of. This
ancient word correlates to a time when
the people lived in Mesoamerica where
several species of subtropical mollusks
were ~athered directly south of their
homeland. However. the commonly
used term is Mak 'aiakwin tahna .
meaning "direction of the salt
containinq lake": from rna. salt; k 'yaia.
lake; kWin. place of; tahna, point or
direction of. 14 This transition of terms.
which designate the south. is of utmost
importance because it refers directly to
the miqrattons of peoples from middle
America to the four Corners re~ion.
and finally. to their current home at
Halona. just north of the Salt Lake . This
phraseology was inherited by the
crucial si~nificance of the Salt Lake to
the Aishiwi . they established new
homes upon the trails to the lake and
changed the ancient and sacred
expression for South.
The magniflcent importance of the
Salt Lake to many of the Puebloan
peoples is evident in their sacred
ceremonies and rites . Generations
maintain this cultural and ancestral
knowled~e for their successors in order
to
prepare
the
listeners with
experiences of their predecessors.
Those livinc are enliqhtened by the
trials and lessons learned by
~enerations past. It is a dynamic
exchange.
Any discussion of the Salt Lake ,
which lacks this information would be
incredibly incomplete. Within the oral
recollection of Salt Woman are vital
ethics of Aishiwi respect, prayer.
individuality.
and
community.
Instructions for comprehending time,
direction. geoSJraphy, and family are
also inherent in Salt Woman's history.
The following paces were created to
disrupt a reader who is accustomed to
analytical documentation, which is
standard to European and EuroAmerican texts. Hopefully. this unique
writinq style will illuminate a variant
understandinq of the miqration of Salt
Woman. not as a "tale," but an oral
history. This piece, oriqtnally recorded
by Ruth Benedict, exemplifies the
reason why the Ashiwt hold the Salt
Lake in such hiSJh reqard. (Salt Woman
story reformatted to fit publicetioti.)

For many years , Salt Woman.
Ma'Iokyattslk't lived at a spring in Black
Rock. near the vilIa~e of Idiwan'a.15
When the priests called for all the
people to prepare for a journey to
~ather salt. they were to bake sweet
corncakes and folded-paper bread.
They dressed well-in reverence of
their journey-by weannq black cloaks
about their shoulders. The men took
fawn-skinned baqs to fill with salt. 16
After the pilqrimaqe, the people
laid buckskins on the floor and emptied
the salt upon these. They placed with it
a perfect ear of corn. spread a black
blanket over it. and put many beads
upon it. They lifted prayer meal to their
lips and inhaled. then sprinkled it over
the salt. They prayed: "Salt Mother we
are ~lad you have come to this house.
We are SJlad of your flesh. Increase and

come many times more." The people
used the salt freely. They remarked that
this salt was so easy to ~ather because it
was so near. Soon their supply was
SJone. They needed more.
The people began to take too much
from the Salt Mother. They neqlected to
pray in the sacred way. They wasted the
salt. The Salt Mother was disrespected
and hurt.
She spoke aloud; "These people
come and waste my flesh . If I ~o far
away, they will value me." Salt Woman
put on her white feather. She came out
from the lake and went to Eaqle Rocks .
In her path nothing SJrew ever aSJain.
Here, Salt Woman placed her white
feather in the ~round where it turned
into a rock croppin~.17
She walked to the South. turned
and came to the west. She found the
home of the Tenatsali Youths and was
invited in. Salt Woman explained: "I
was livin~ at Black Rock and the people
did not value my flesh. I am SJoinSJ
farther away, then the people will have
difficulty Iindinq me." Ma'Iokyattstk 't
was ~iven a bundle of tenatsali . "I shall
take this to my house, and it will be
valuable. Thank you," she said.
Salt Mother went further to the
South, and came finally upon Salt Lake .
Here she thought. "This is where I want
to be. I shall stop here and ~o in."
In a few days the people had used
their salt. The priest declared that the
people should prepare. for on the
fourth day they would ~ather salt.
When the people came to the site of the
place where the lake had been. Salt
Mother was not there. It was only a
damp place. They could see where she
had qone because the grass alonq her
path was brushed with salt. They did
not sin~. They did not dance. They were
worried-where would they find
salt?18
They dipped their hands into the
mud , and tasted their salty fin~ers. They
did not want to SJo home. They were
devastated. Salt Woman had left her
dress behind; they took it and went
home .. When they returned to the
vilIaqe , the people were waitinq to hear
the songs of celebration. The villaqe
priest met them and said: "Salt Woman
has ~one and the ~rass is brushed with
salt alone the way that she has taken.
We were careless with her flesh. We
wasted it as if it were common. When
the people went after her flesh, they
played nearby...."
The council decided to send two of
their best runners in a search for
Ma'lolayattstla'i. two priests would
follow with prayersticks. They added
the feathers, but did not tie on duck
feathers.l? They went to the east to
Black Rock Lake. There they followed
her tracks. They came to the rock
feather. and knew that it was new, and
that she had made it.
They followed her tracks all the way
to Tenatsali Place where they saw a
rock like a house. The priest went in,
and there were two little boys in that
room.
The Tenatsali explained that.
indeed , Ma'loleyasihla 'i had been to
their home and moved on to the south,
a distance that is reachable in one day."
They continued: "Salt Woman stopped
here, so that you should follow her and
learn what we know. We are the ones
who make the clouds and the rain and
brinSJ the kachinas from Kachina Villa~e
to Itiwana. We make your thoughts. If
you take our flesh, it will help those of
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you who are sick or in need.
"Go back home and make prayer
sticks for us. Do not use turkey feathers.
Use eaqle feathers or bluejay feathers
for our sticks. We have been wtshtnq
everyday that you miqht come herethat we miqht tell you. Salt Woman has
shown you the way and now it has
happened as we wished. Plant
prayersticzs in every direction from
your home and we shall be ~Iad to help
you. We will be here, but we shall do all
deeds for you."
The priest was happy and silent, but
for a few words: "Thank you. my boys ."
Before the visitors departed, tenatsali
sticks were ~iven to the priests. Then
the Tenatsali Youths explained that
because of them,
• the Salt Woman had come that
way, thereafter leading the priests to
their home.
• the priests had known in their
ceremonial room to not send two
runners alone. but that these devout
ones should also ~o.
The priests understood and
responded that they needed [the flesh]
of the Tenatsali Youths. They were
instructed by the Youths to come by the
straight path in the future, not as they
did this time, and to brinq other priests
The visitors said : "We shall do this. Live
happily a Ionq time. "
The priests and runners went on to
the south and east. They saw the ~reat
Salt Lake-afraid to approach because
they had been unkind to her. Here the
runners remained. The priests moved
to the shores of the Lake. took off their
moccasins and waded in. The salt cut
their feet, but they were nearing the
Salt Mother. The priests could not bear
the pain, so they ran out. This
happened three times.
The fourth time they entered her
house. She was dressed in a white
embroidered blanket and had a white
feather in her hair; (now when the sun
shines, her feather stands up straight.
When the rains are near, this feather is
heavy and makes the clouds come.)
Salt Woman was ~Iad to see the people.
She said: "What is it that you want to
ask? Why have you come this Ionq
way?"
The priests replied: "Dear One. we
are looalnq for you. We have had a
difficult time findin~ you. She returned:
"Yes, it was too easy for you to take my
flesh....to be careless....and spit.... and
ease yourself upon 'me . Ido not want
these boys and ~irls to stomp and run
on me . You are wiser. Why did you
think that younq people knew better
than you? When I was at Black Rock
Lake and the winds blew from the west,
I could smell odor of humans.
Therefore , I came here. After today,
only older ones should come for my
and
with
them
brinq
flesh.
prayersttczs." The priests said: "Here are
your prayersticks. We have brought
them. " She ~ave thanks and said:
"There is no reversed duck feather. You

are initiated men; you should have put
the reversed feather on the prayersttczs
you made. 20 I am Iivlnq always. When
you ~o home, tell the other people that
if they come for salt, all those who are
initiated should always add the
reversed feather on their prayersticzs. If
young children do come without this
reversed feather. I will know it is
because they are not yet initiated. " She
told them: "You shall take a little salt
with you; share this. You will value me
now that I am far away." When the
travelers returned to Idiwan'a. they
shared the news with the Ashiwi. Then ,
they prayed as Ma'Iokyattsia'i had
explained. That is why Salt is brought
in this fashion. 21
By readinq this brief synopsis of the
Ashiwi story of the Salt Woman. one
miqht find the integral importance of
her presence. Due to her, the people
were introduced to the Tenatsali Youth:
those who create the thoughts of the
people, brinq rain, and brinq forth the
kachinas. Cushing also details the
importance of the Tenatsali in that they
are the keepers of time and direction. 22
The debut appearance of the Tenatsali
is also of utmost value since they had
never before been part of the Ashiwi
coqnttion. They provide the Aishlwi
with a method of healing. which they
had never before known. Through this
experience with the Salt Woman. the
people learn to respect what seems
abundant: [in this case] the salt. This
respect may be applied not only to the
salt, but to all natural ~ifts and
phenomena of Halona. This is a
reminder to the people of the threat
that what they so enjoy and find
common miqht one day be ~one.
Through this story. the Ashlwi also
learn a proper way to pray and prepare
prayersticks-that is, with or without
the reversed duck feather at specific
rites. They also learn of the source of
their Kachina ceremony, which are
sacred services of the Ashiwi. the Hopi.
and the other Puebloan peoples. These
ceremonies are used to interpret the
spiritual world of the Puebloan peoples.
Youn~ men or women assume a mask
and attire to impersonate spirits of
people,
animals,
plants,
and
phenomena.
However,
strict
designations exist in these ceremonies.
Some kachinas are traditional. handed
down between clan members, revered
and held with utmost respect. These
hold power. Their appearance is always
preceded by a period of fasrtnq or
prayer, and thereafter recognized in a
special dance . Often it occurs only
once per year, dependent upon the
importance or sacredness of this
kachina.
Others
are
more
commonplace or allowed to be created
by individuals. In the Ashiwi tradition,
the Salt Woman belongs to the former
~roup;23 her name is Ma'lokyattsik. 24
In the Hopi tradition, kachinas
represent a similar function in society.
Various fi~ures in society or upon the

earth are impersonated. Sometimes
deities are impersonated, always
excluding the most holy; the Salt
Woman is one of the latter. The Hopi
call her 6n~ Wu-uti; she is benevolent
and has the power to predict the
seasons. 25 The Hopi use the salt of the
Salt Woman. procurinq it by trade from
the Ashiwi. 26
Another western Puebloan ~roup,
the Acoma . cannot hold certain
summer dances without this salt from
the Salt Woman. In addition to the use
of this salt by the Puebloan people, it is
also of utmost importance to the Dine,
who use it to bless the first tear and
smile of a newborn. 27 Similar to the
Ashiwi. the Salt Woman is also detailed
in the emergence myth of the Dine.28
The preceding paces amply identify
the
ceremonial
and
historical
siqnttlcance of the Salt Lake. To the
Aishiwl. Hopi. Acoma. and Dine
peoples, the Salt Lake represents an
Inteqral and sacred piece of their
history and current life. However, in
1988 the Salt River Project (SRP) , a
Phoenix-based utility company beqan
proceedings to procure the necessary
permits to mine coal 12 miles north of
the Salt Lake. This project was titled the
"Fence Lake Mine," and began a Ionq
process of environmental analysis,
community meetings. and leqal
battles. 29 By securing a permit for the
"life of the mine" the SRP intended to
beqin by removing at least 80 million
tons of coal out of BLM lands. In
addition to this mine, a 44-mile railroad
corridor would be constructed to
transport the coal to the ~eneratin~
station in St. Johns , Arizona. Area
residents of the
New Mexico
communities of Quemado, Reserve.
Fence Lake, Albuquerque, and Zuni. as
well as St. Johns. Arizona were invited
to voice or submit written responses to
the U.S. Department of the Interior as
prepared
to
draft
an
they
environmental impact statement.30
The Acoma. Hopi. Zuni. and Ramah
Navajo communities replied with
concerns and protests to the
destruction of this historical location.
They opposed the breech of the ancient
migration route , and the potential
dryin~ of the Salt Lake.31 Ro~er Anyon.
the directory of the Zuni Heritage and
Historic Preservation Office, explained
the importance of the Salt Lake to the
spiritual and cultural lives of the
Aishiwl . Petuuche Gilbert, the land
coordinator of the Acoma tribe spoke
out a~ainst the disruption of over 600
archeological "sites, Cicilia Ensrude.
representative of the Ramah Navajo
Chapter also openly opposed the
destruction of these locations. 32
In 1999 the All Indian Pueblo
Council of New Mexico called for a halt
to the proposed mine. Additionally. the
Hopi Tribe's Land Team Chairperson
Lenora Lewis declared, "We understand
the siqniftcance of the Salt Lake not
only to our Zuni brothers and sisters,
but to the Hopi people as well. We are
equally aware that once a cultural
property has been destroyed, it can
never be recovered or replaced. This, in
itself, can have a devastatinq and Ionq
Iastinq effect on the tribe."33
Not only did these Native American
communities voice their opposition, so
too did historical and biological centers
(Sierra Club). Jan V. Biella. deputy
historic-preservation officer for the
state of New Mexico requested that the
lake and trails be listed under the
National Historic Preservation Act. She
noted the ~reat importance of this area
as the "Neutral Zone" in which all the
above-mentioned peoples abandoned
differences in order to ~ather salt. This
custom was even extended to the

Spanish. Mexican, and American
settlers as they moved into the Salt
Lake reqion. 34 "In response to this
reasoning. the Salt River Project's
don't
Senior Enqineer stated: We
really think that is a concern....The
tribes' position that archaeoloqical sites
not be disturbed isn't practicaI.. ..They
feel the need to express feelings and
state positions. but as Ionq as we have
addressed the requlations and the
laws...we will continue to develop our
mine.',35
The
SRP
commissioned
hydroloqists to research the possible
effects of the coalmine. The subsequent
findings concluded that the effects to
the Salt Lake as well as the surrounding
air quality and land formations would
be "insiqnificant or ne~li~ible. "36
Thereafter, United States Bureau of
Indian
Affairs
contracted
independently with New Mexico State
University hydroloqy professor Phil
Kinq to prepare yet another study of the
area. Kinq determined that the Salt
Lake was in dancer. the test wells used
by the prior studies of the Salt River
Project were in locations that would
not produce accurate results. 37
As of today's date. the mine has
received necessary permits from
Catron and Cibola counties and the
state of New Mexico.38 In response to
the numerous objections from citizens
of the US and around the world, the
Department of Interior has delayed
action on the mine. 39 The decision is
pendinq before the DOl's Assistant
Secretary for Land and Minerals
Manaqernent. Secretary of Interior Gale
Norton, believes that no basis exists
"....that would cause reconsideration of
the recommendation that the permit be
~ranted." Even so, the public continues
to appeal to the 001. 40
In the preceding paces. the
extensive history of the Salt Lake has
been outlined in hopes that a reader
miqht ~rasp an understandinq of the
meaninq and importance of this area.
Since a time immemorial this lake has
existed ; many peoples have used and
respected it. Now it is in potential
danger, If this paper provides an
insufficient
conceptualization,
I
encourage any and every reader and
cosmopolitan to re-read the works that
are referenced in the biblioqraphy in
order that a more lucid conclusion be
possible. Additional information is
accessible at www.zunispirits.com.
NOTES
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•••
Book Reviews: By E. Donald Kaye
The three reviews that follow were all
written by E. Donald Kaye. Each of these
works was recognized with an award
from the Historical Society of New
Mexico at the Awards Banquet held
during the joint conference of the HSNM
and the Arizona Historical Society in Las
Cruces last April. At that time, Award
Committee Chair John Baxter presented
certificates to those awardees that were
present at the Banquet. These included
authors Larry Frank and Skip Miller, and
editor Jerry Thompson all mentioned
below.
• A Land So Remote. by Larry Frank and
Skip Miller. Three volumes, boxed. Red
Crane Books. Santa Fe (200 I). $150.00,
cloth. The first two volumes of this set,

1979.

United States Office of Surface

30 Surface Minin~ Reclamation and
Enforcement, vol. 2: 3-18.
31 Ibid., 3-20.
32 Renee Kimball. "Salt of the Earth,"

of

Report;

Rebecca Schubert, a graduate student at New
Mexico Western University in Silver City, is the 2002
recipient of the Myra EIIen Jenkins Graduate
Scholarship awarded by the Historical Society of New
Mexico.
This is a timely article because members of the Zuni
Pueblo and other tribes are currently opposing the
proposed Fence Lake coal mine. which is about 12 miles
from the Salt Lake . They contend that the mine wiII tap
water from the sacred body of water and reduce
equiiers that feed the lake .
The Zuni Spirits Web Site says that Schubert has
written an informative, highly researched paper on the
Zuni Salt Lake. "Besides imparting a significant amount
of information about the Salt Lake. its history and the
current controversy, she also interprets the story of the
Salt Woman and her sacred importance to the Zuni
people."

1. J. Auqustin.1956.
Wri~ht,

Barton. Kachinas of the Zuni.

Fla~staff:

Northland Press. 1985.

Zuni Spirits. Ed. Darlene Cates. 5 Nov. 2000.

"Zu n i Salt Lake Crisis." 23

Au~ .

2001

wysiwy~:I/http://www. zuriispirits.com/sal

tlaze.html"

Wooden Artifacts of Frontier New
Mexico. 1700S-1900's. and an additional

251 paces, is co-authored by Frank and
Skip Miller, and is also impressive.
ASJain. with scores of full color
illustrations. this volume presents and
explains an array of woodwork used (but
not necessarily made) in New Mexico
from its earliest history until World War
II. There is no other book that compares
to this either in scope. expertise or
quality of the photographs,
• Sin Nombre, Hispana & Hispano
Artists of the New Deal-Era. by Tey

Marianna Nunn , UNM Press . (2001),
$50.00. This is a very worthwhile book
despite some faults. Ms Nunn has with
her own substantial research and that of
others (whom she credits) documented
enough Hispanic work (many con
nombres. despite the title of the book) in
a number of "media" and disciplines to
obviate any doubt that Hispanics have
made major and in some areas unique
contributions to the "art" of New Mexico,
much of it of national importance, in the
New Deal era and thereafter. The SJist of
the last paraqraph of the book is that it is
time that the New Deal era Hispanic
artists be recognized for their substantial
contributions. and this book certainly
proves her point.
Dr. Nunn errs when she says that in the
early 20th C. Indian arts beqan to
transition from "utilitarian cultural
items" to items and "curios" for sale to
tourists. In fact, that change began much
earlier in response to Spanish demands.
and "curios" were common by the last
quarter of the 19th C.
• Civil
War
in
the
Southwest:
RecoIIections of the Sibley Brigade . Jerry
Thompson, ed .; Texas A & M Press (200 I),

195 pp incl. notes. bibliography and
index. $24.95 cloth.
This little volume is somethinq of a
entertaininq, minor masterpiece. There
are a several excellent books on the Civil
War in the west, which for the most part
consisted of the Sibley expedition which
left from Texas with the objective of
conquering New Mexico, including Fort
Union with its supplies. and SJoinSJ on to
conquer the SJold fields of Colorado. The
Confederate expedition was successful
until it met with disaster at the Battle of
Glorietta Pass. Although the Texans did
well in the actual fiSJhtinSJ. Major John
Chtvtnqton (later to become infamous as
the perpetrator of the Sand Creek
Massacre) with his battalion of Colorado
Volunteers went around the battle lines
over a mesa and came down upon and
destroyed all of the Confederate
supplies. Sibley's men were forced to
retreat, all the way back to Texas.
This book tells the story of the march
from Texas. the battles alonq the way.
and the retreat, all in a personal point of
view. This is a story told some twenty five
years after the fact by seven participants.
These "tales," in 1887 and 1888, were
printed in an east Texas newspaper
called the Overton Sharp Shooter, and it
might be fair to characterize the
collection as the" Bill Mauldin Book" of
this particular campaign -but in words
rather than cartoons.
It's a book full of SJood humor, selfdeprecating at times . It is a very
"personal level" portrayal of what it was
to be in the Sibley BriSJade. By the late
1880s. memories may have dulled or
been enhanced by reading, by the
stories of other participants, and the
Overton editor and Thompson probably
smoothed some raSJSJed writing, but the
stories are nevertheless Iascinatlnq and
have the rinSJ of truth albeit, as
Thompson notes, they sometime vary
from "accepted fact recoqnized by
historians."
This is not a biSJ "overall picture" book.
It is not a comprehensive cooeraqe of
the ill-fated Sibley Campaign. But it
provides a sort of microcosm of what it
was like to be on that campaign, It is to
be expected that people, especially in
combat see only what's around them
and that their experiences are colored by
emotion. In part their views were
certainly colored by the fact that
somebody at the time was tryinq to kill
them. There are some very human and
some very funny stories here. That the
writers could see humor in what
happened to them, later if perhaps not at
the time (and evidently some saw humor
at the time) . is all to their credit. That
exaSJSJerations or inaccuracies might be
present, is not surprisinq and is certainly
excusable.
The notes in this book are primarily
bioqraphlcal. There is some excursion
into associated history. Those not
familiar with the Sibley Carnpaiqn in the
west might wish that the editor had
provided a bit more of that history.

The New Mexico Heritage Preservation
Alliance announces the Most Endangered Places.
The
New
Mexico
Heritage
Preservation Alliance announces the
Most Endanqered Historic Places in
New Mexico for 2002. They are the
Carrizozo Women's Club , Lincoln
County: the Castaneda Hotel. San
Mi~uel County: the D. D. Monroe
buildinq. Union County: Edgewood
Schoolhouse. Santa Fe County: Glorieta
Battlefield , Santa Fe County: the Hondo
Valley. Lincoln County: Las Cruces
Downtown Mainstreet. Dona Ana
County: the Villagra buildtnq. Santa Fe
County:
White
Sands
National
Monument Visitors' Center, Otero
County:
the
Whittlesey
House/Albuquerque
Press
Club .
Bernalillo County.
"This year's list, the Alliance's fourth .
is a diverse representation of New
Mexico's
endanqered
cultural
resources." says Katherine Slick.
President of the New Mexico Heritage
Preservation Alliance. "but each site is
related to the other by the stories from
the past that weave the fabric of their
histories into our shared heritaqe. The
recent past represented by buildings
constructed in the early 1900s. and the
New Deal era of 1930s-1940s is as
important to who we are culturally as
the Glorieta Civil War Battlefield and
the archaeoloqically rich Hondo Valley."
"In addition . the endangered
desiqnatlon serves as a validation for
the importance of each site," says
Julianne Fletcher. Executive Director of
the Alliance. "It means there is a
statewide orqantzatton out there who
cares as much about the resource as the
local community who brought the site
to our attention."
To be eliqible for the Endangered List
a resource must be 50 years or older.
within the state boundaries. historically.
culturally, or architecturally si~nificant.
and in danger of being lost. destroyed.
or substantially altered . A statewide
committee receives the nominations
and makes the selections from
nominations for buildlngs. structures.
houses. sites. districts . ruins. and
cultural landscapes.

White Sands National Monument
Visitor Center (Otero)
Si~nificance: The visitor center. a
1930s Spanish Pueblo Revival stuccoed
adobe with proiectinq wooden vigas is
the cornerstone of the park's historic
district and cultural landscape. The
interior has corner fireplaces . exposed
vi~a and latilla ceilings and original
WPA-era Iurnishinqs and tin li~ht
fixtures made by local New Mexico
artisans. Constructed at the founding of
the park, it continues to serve over
600,000 visitors a year. The building is
si~nificant to New Mexico's heritage
because it is an outstanding example of
Civil
Works
Administration
construction durlnq the Depression era.
Threat: Located below the ~rade of
adjacent parking lot and sidewalks, the
building is threatened by runoff from
rainstorms. which is undermtnlne the
building so that it appears to be sinkin~.
Major crackinq has occurred in walls
passing through to adobe brick.
Carrizozo Woman's Club (Lincoln)
Significance: This
1939 WPA
buildinq. constructed of locally made
adobes, is a crucial element of the civic
pride and heritage of Carrizozo. The
unique personality of the Woman's Club
is conveyed by the circular room with a
viga ceiling resembling the spokes of a
wa~on and the curvilinear parapet on
the front facade with the date" 1939" in
large raised letters. The building is at the
heart of community life. havinq served
continually as the Woman's Club for 63
years .

Threat: Climatic elements and
vegetation are contributing to the
deterioration of this adobe structure,
which is afflicted with dry rot. Moisture
has been collecting at the base of the
walls for many years because of the
lack of slope away from the building
and
from
landscape
irrigation.
Outdated wiring also poses a threat to
the building's safety. Cosmetic repairs
disguise the extent to which the
building is threatened .
D.D. Monroe Civic Building (Union)

SiSG"nificance: Constructed in 1939 in
Clayton by the WPA. in Spanish Pueblo
Revival style. this New Deal buildinq has
over the decades housed the public
library and served as a meeting hall for
numerous civic SG"roups and lodges such
as the Rotary, the Federation of
Women's Clubs and the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.
Threat: Onqolnq neglect of even
routine maintenance , weather and
vandalism has resulted in broken
windows, loose boards, peeling paint
and roof problems. If remedial action is
not taken soon, the entire structure will
deqenerate beyond repair. The interior
original WPA furniture is also
threatened.

New Mexico Public Welfare Building
(The Villagra Building) (Santa Fe)
Significance: As the first building
constructed with New Deal money in
New Mexico, the Public Welfare
BuildinSG", it played an important role as
the headquarters for state and federal
relief programs during the New Deal.
Architecturally, it represents the
maturation of John Gaw Meem's
Territorial Revival work. the si~nature
style of Santa Fe's state government
buildings. The original 1934 section (an
addition was completed in 1953) is built
of poured concrete frame finished with
cream-colored stucco walls, brick
coping. pedimented window and door
surrounds and classically inspired
columns across the front entry.
Threat: ArgUing that the 1935
portion of the building cannot be
renovated due to structural limitations,
the state proposes to demolish this
historic structure and replace it with
new construction. However, ways of
renovation
may
exist
without
destroying the original 1935 Meem
structure. Information remains to be
gathered on renovation costs so the
state may make the most informed
decision.
Las Cruces Downtown Main Street
(Dona Ana)
Significance:
Downtown
has
historically been the heart of Las
Cruces, the town's commercial and
cultural focus . During the 1960s and
70s. as was the fashion of the time,
urban renewal led to the creation of a
traffic-free "mall" along the town's main
artery, Main Street. Consequently,
downtown has become increasingly
deserted and neqlected. Revitalization
plans call for a restoration of the
facades of bulldinqs. removal of metal
canopies, building on the existing plaza
and creating shaded porticoes for the
Farmers and Crafts Market. bulldinq an
amphitheater and brin~ing people back
downtown by opening Main Street to
vehicle traffic.
Threat: Without immediate action,
the six-block area will continue to
dwindle, existing businesses and
cultural opportunities will lose what
little traffic they now attract and
downtown will continue to suffer a slow
death .

Edgewood Schoolhouse (Santa Fe)
Significance: Built in the late 1930s
as a Depression-era WPA project. the
Edgewood Schoolhouse is one of the
best preserved of New Mexico's few
remaining WPA schoolhouses. During
the past 64 years. this building has been
the hub of communities as a place of
Iearninq. house of worship, local
SG"atherinSG" spot and home for
Edgewood's' first town offices. The
schoolhouse was built as a community
effort , with land donated by a local
family. hand-made adobe bricks and
viSG"as brought down from Sandia Crest.
Through the years, even as it housed
restaurants. it remained a vital
community-qathennq place.
Threat: The current owner. Smith's
Food & Drug of Salt Lake City, Utah.
purchased the site that includes
Edgewood Schoolhouse and has built a
supermarket and pharmacy east of the
schoolhouse, while another portion of
the property now has a McDonald's
Restaurant.
The
Edgewood
Schoolhouse stands in dancer of being
razed for future development by
Smith's.
Glorieta Battlefield (Santa Fe)
Significance: Glorieta Battlefield is
the site of the most significant Civil War
battle west of the Mississippi River on
March 26 - 28, 1862, and was the site of
the last and decisive enqaqement of
that war touqht in New Mexico. Termed
the "Gettysburg of the West" by some
Civil War historians , the battle at
Glorieta secured a Union victory in
New Mexico.
Threat: Because State Highway 50
sits atop the Santa Fe Trail and bisects
the Battlefield, posing a danger to park
visitors. Pecos National Historical Park
is unable to interpret these historic sites .
The 1850 Pigeon's Ranch , the only
extant structure from the time of the
battle, is less than three feet from the
highway. Heavy vehicular traffic poses
serious risk to this last surviving Ranch
building. Relocation of NM 50 away
from the Battlefield is needed to allow
access to the sites and preserve Pigeon's
Ranch .
The Whittlesey House (Bernalillo)
SiSG"nificance: The 1903 Whittlesey
House, home of the Albuquerque Press
Club. is a wood-framed "log" house
modeled on a Scandinavian hunting
lodge and shares many design elements
with El Tovar, the Whittlesey-designed
lodge at the Grand Canyon. Some of its
many unique elements are the use of
tree trunks as vertical supports, the
walls both inside and out are paneled
with bark-covered split logs and a
wraparound wooden porch faces
Highland Park. Its history as a meeting
place is rich with involvement in
politics and social affairs, a history that
continues to this day. The Huninq
Highlands Neighborhood Association
and several private organizations meet
here, and it is the site of press
conferences, literary and social events
such as weddings, birthday parties and
celebrations of the university and local
businesses. Much Albuquerque history
of the past century and the people who
made that history have been associated
with the Whittlesey House .
Threat: The Whittlesey House is
failinSG" structurally and in need of full
restoration with major structural
repairs. Plans are to preserve it as a
historical structure and workin~
museum.

The Hondo Valley (Lincoln)
Significance: Shaped as a cultural
landscape by Hispanic farmers and
ranchers beginninq in the 1850s, the
Hondo Valley gained fame as a result of
the Lincoln County War of the 1880s.
Through the notoriety of that war and
its notorious folk hero, Billy the Kid, the
landscape and landmarks of the Hondo
Valley have assumed a key place not
only in New Mexico history but in the
representation of the American West in
popular culture. In the 20th century, the
Hondo
Valley
became
an
internationally
known
visual
representation of New Mexico through
the work of leading 20th century artists
who called it home. An adapted 1930s
schoolhouse today serves as home and
studio to internationally acclaimed
artist Luis Jimenez. San Patricio grew
famous with Peter Hurd. son-in-law of
N.C. Wyeth . The work of Hurd,
Henriette Wyeth, John Meigs, Michael
Hurd, Carol Hurd Rogers, Peter ROSG"ers
and others has spread knowledge of the
Hondo Valley's cultural landscape. The
hand-dug communal acequia system
continues to operate today, not only as
irriqation but also as a social system
and a traditional and legal means of
allocating a scarce resource.
Threat: Proposed widening of U.S.
Highway 70. now the New Mexico
Department of Transportation's highest
priority, would increase the volume and
speed of traffic , increase air and water
pollution. require a SG"reater number of
road cuts, endanger the watershed and
riparian habitat. and destroy or darnaqe
tree lines. acequias, fruit stands and
certain older adobe buildings.
Castaneda Hotel (San Miguel)
Significance: built in 1898, La
Castaneda was one of the premier
luxury hotels in the Fred Harvey chain
built along the Santa Fe Railway. At
25.000 square feet. the ll-shaped, two
story Mission Revival hotel was the
Iarqest and most architecturally
si~nificant building in Las Vegas'
Railroad Avenue Historic District where
it anchored East Las \7e~as as a
substantial trade and railroad center. It
was home to Teddy Roosevelt's Rough
Rider reunions and served as social hub
of the community for decades. Today,
the building is key to the revitalization
of the Railroad District.
Threat: The lack of both renovation
financing and a viable program for
adaptive reuse pose the biggest threats
to La Castaneda. The years have clearly
taken their toll on the building. which
has seen only sporadic use over the past
five decades. All of the building's
systems, including the roof. an obsolete
electrical system and non-existent
plumbing and heating systems. need to
The current owner
be replaced.
maintains an apartment and a small bar
in the building, and has done an
excellent job of maintaining and
preserving the structure itself with
limited resources .
Her constant
attention to repairs has kept water
damage and further deterioration to a
minimum. but the building needs
immediate attention now. The Great
American Station Foundation hopes to
purchase La Castaneda for the
centerpiece of a project designed to
foster the rejuvenation of the Railroad
Avenue Historic District. The buildinq
would serve as the hub of the
Foundation's efforts to create a viable
telecommunications business sector in
Las Vegas.

Information provided by The New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance
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In Memoriam
Ira Granville Clark, Jr.
1909-2002

the Aqrtcult ural Extension Service as
the State Supervisor of Farm Labor, the
program
which
oversaw
the
employment of prisoner of war labor.
Clark 's most notable publications
include his Then Came the Railroads;

Final Funding In Hand for Depot

The Century from Steam to Diesel in the
Southwest, published by The University
of Oklahoma Press in 1958. The Jo urnal
of American History published his

Las Cruces RR Depot Being Renovated
final funding has been received for
the restoration/renovation of the 1910
MissionRevivalStyle Las Cruces Railroad
Station . The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway passenger service ceased by
the end of 1967, but the railroad used the
facility for maintenance purposes until
finally closing the buildinq in 1988.
freiqht is still carried over the tracks . The
city purchased the land under the depot
in 1992 for about $61,000; the railroad
donated the buildinq.
While the purpose to which the depot
was to be put remained undecided for a

time , the final decision was for a
museum, and these final funds will be
directed towards that end.
The Museum Administrator, Sharon
bode-Hempton, said that all of the
$366,900 fundinq came from state and
federal sources, with the majority
corning from federal funds funneled
through the New Mexico Transportation
Department, while the city has budgeted
$4,000 to $5,000 for operatinq expenses
Sharon Bode-Hempton expressed a firm
hope that the museum will be opened by
the end of this year.
JP

article
"The
Elephant
Butte
Controversy: A Chapter in the
Emergence of Federal Water Law," in
1975 , an effort which won him the
Western History Association Award. His
monumental work , Water in New
Mexico, a History of Its Management
and Use, published by the University of

Ira Grenville Clark, Jr.

Professor Ira Granville Clark. noted
historian of the American West and
professor emeritus of history at New
Mexico State University died in Las
Cruces on June 12, 2002 , at the aSJe of
93 . He was born in Amarillo, Texas,
January 23, 1909. He earned his B.A.
deSJree from West Texas State College in
1931. He taught in the public schools
and at a junior college in Oklahoma for
a few years before receiving his M. A.
from the University of Oklahoma in
1937.
His doctorate was awarded by
the University of California, Berkeley, in
1947.

Clark came to the New Mexico
College of A!Jriculture and Mechanic
Arts in 1942 where he tauqht histo ry
and SJovernment until his retirement in
1975. During World War II he served in

Photograph courtesy of Rio Grande Collections May,29. 2002.
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Eva Torres Aschenbrener
Inducted into DAR
Santa
Fe
native , Eva
Torres
Aschenbrener has been inducted into
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. According to an editorial
in the July 8. 2002 issue of Albuquerque
Journal, "a maternal ancestor of Torres

6

Aschenbrener was on e of 125 soldiers
stationed at the Santa Fe Presid io, who
vo luntarily contributed money in 178 1
to support th e cause of American
colonists fightinSJ the British on the
Atlantic coast."

New Mexico Press in 1987, culminated
twenty-five years of research. This 839
paqe effort is the most comprehensive
historical study of a natural resource for
a sinqle state, one whose water policy
has ramifications for many others.
Clark , a careful researcher and
dedicated teacher and scholar,
mentored many students of the history
of the American West; several pursued
academic careers and became
prominent in the field .
Clark's
scholarship was recognized by a
number of groups. He was the first
winner of New Mexico
State
University's Westhafer Award for
research. He received an Excellence in
the Humanities Award from the New
Mexico Endowment for the Humanities.
The Historical Society of New Mexico
presented Clark its Board of Directors
Award for 1988.
The world of history is SJreatly
diminished by Clark's passing .
AH
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Have you Read?
Watch for Me on the Mountain: A
Novel of Geronimo and the Apache
Nation by forrest Carter. This novel is a

vivid depiction of Geronimo's SJuerrilla
activities and his personal life from his
young manhood until he was
incarcerated at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma.
Forrest Carter, perhaps best known for

The Education of Little Tree and two
Josey Wales novels, wrote this dramatic
and intriSJuing novel about Geronimo
based on oral histories. Larry McMurtry
called the story "compelllnq." and I must
aSJree. The book was published in 1978 a
year before Carter's death.
CL

